Chapter 1

Bringing the War Home

T

he village of Enniskillen, a sleepy cluster of a few dozen houses
in New Brunswick’s Queens County, has never been invaded by
a foreign power. But the road to Canadian Forces Base Gagetown,
once the largest military base in the British Commonwealth, runs
through Enniskillen, literally. In the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, the
village was ground zero for a different kind of offensive, this one
launched by the Canadian military against its own people with the
deadly dioxin Agent Orange. “They’d spray us, they sprayed over
our car and we’d go out afterwards and the whole area would be like
burnt ground; it would be totally black,” says Suzanne McCann, a
retired cook who worked at Canadian Forces Base Gagetown for
more than two decades. “Out of those eight houses in that little
cluster [in Enniskillen], twenty-five people have died from cancer,”
McCann says. “There’s cancer in every household,” which local
residents blame on defoliants like Agent Orange sprayed at the base.
Today, Enniskillen is little more than a ghost town. Many homes

Suzanne McCann, a civilian who was consistently sprayed with Agent Orange,
points to barren land at CFB Gagetown.
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have been abandoned, some still strewn with old family photographs
and other discarded possessions. “The spraying made it unbearable
to live there,” says Doreen Thomas, another former resident, who
has had eleven separate tumours removed from her body.
Surprisingly, stories from people like Suzanne McCann and
Doreen Thomas are not unusual. Between 1956 and 1984, the
Canadian military, through the Department of National Defence
and its civilian contractors, sprayed 6,504 barrels (1,328,767 litres)
of toxic defoliants, including Agents Orange, White and Purple,
on 181,038, acres of Base Gagetown.1 In 1966 and 1967, the
American military — invited by its Canadian counterpart — sprayed
Agents Orange and Purple at Base Gagetown.2 Agent Orange is
the colloquial nom de guerre given to a roughly 1:1 chemical mix
of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T), bestowed because the defoliant was
shipped in 55-gallon drums with an orange stripe. Agent Orange
is a member of the phenoxy group of herbicides. The individual
chemical components of Agent Orange are arguably dangerous in
themselves. In its manufacture, the defoliant was contaminated with
tcdd, or dioxin, “perhaps the most toxic molecule ever synthesized,”
according to Harvard University’s Peter Schuck.3 An investigation
of dioxin in the journal Science went even further, labelling it, “the
most toxic substance known to humans.”4 Canadian dioxin spraying
lasted from 1956 to1967; the spraying from 1967 to 1984 contained
other dangerous chemicals including hexachlorobenzene. Canada
enacted a formal ban on 2,4,5-T in 1985, following the initiative of
the United States. Throughout this book, unless otherwise noted,
the term “Agent Orange” is used as a catch-all term for phenoxy
herbicides contaminated with dioxin.
Herbicide spraying by the Department of National Defence and
its civilian contractors from 1956 to 1984 is partially a story of inaction, ignorance, incompetence and laziness: contract supervisors who
didn’t follow safety labels; military personnel who buried improperly
sealed barrels of toxin in random locations; aerial sprayers who
missed their targets, destroying crops and swaths of land; and power
companies who decided spraying dioxin was a cheaper way to clear
brush from electrical lines than hiring workers with saws and axes.
As former soldier and Agent Orange victim Earl Graves explains, the
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Inside this Enniskillen home, crumpled family photographs and other discarded
possessions are strewn about as evidence of the family’s rapid departure. Local
residents say Agent Orange spraying made the house uninhabitable.

Government of Canada did not have much control over the spraying. That job was left to private contractors, who had an economic
interest in destroying brush as quickly and cheaply as possible. This
often meant chemicals were mixed in doses stronger than even the
manufacturers recommended. “The boss is not going to know if
you [a sprayer] mixed [chemicals] a little stronger,” says Graves. “A
contractor will do what it requires to get the job done.”5
Graves’s view is indicative of the problematic political economy
caused by the choice of the Department of National Defence to hire
private contractors to spray the chemicals. Contracting firms did not
take proper precautions to safeguard their workers, such as providing
the protective equipment recommended by the corporations who
produced herbicides. Also, to make the herbicides more potent and
thus more effective, contractors advised their employees to mix
the chemicals in stronger doses than manufacturers suggested, as
Graves noted. A technical briefing from U.S. officials explains how
the relationship among governments, contractors and chemical
companies worked on the ground:
In the late Spring of 1965 Camp Gagetown officials again
contracted with civilian contractors to provide Gagetown
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with brush control. The contract was awarded to Dow
Chemical Company who sprayed approximately 4700 acres
of second growth brush with Tordon 101 (agent white) from
a Hughes 269A helicopter.6
The reason for this spraying was simple: kill trees and other brush to
make room for training areas, shooting ranges, road construction and
other projects. In a sense, it should not be surprising that contractors
and the government itself tried to save money on labour costs at the
expense of human health and the natural environment. In a marketdriven economic system, this, sadly, is just the cost of doing business.
The United States first used the chemical components of Agent
Orange in the late 1940s, mostly for agricultural purposes.7 In the late
fifties and sixties, Canadian government departments such as National
Defence routinely sprayed Agent Orange across cfb Gagetown. During
this period, Dow Chemical, the principal manufacturer of 2,4,5-T, the
most dangerous component of Agent Orange, affixed the following
warning to each can of defoliant produced for domestic use in the
United States: “Do not contaminate irrigation ditches or water used for
domestic purposes. Caution. May cause skin irritation. Avoid contact
with eyes, skin and clothing. Keep out of reach of children.”8 Canadian
sprayers working for the Department of National Defence and private
contractors say they did not get these basic warnings. “We were told
this stuff was safe enough to drink,” recalls Ken Dobbie, who, as a
nineteen-year-old in 1966, worked a government-financed summer job
clearing defoliant-soaked brush at Gagetown. “We handled this stuff
[defoliated brush] with our bare hands. We were stripped to the waist
because of the heat. It wiped across our bodies all the time.” Officials
responsible for the safety of soldiers ignored clear warnings from Dow
Chemical, hardly a group of weak-kneed environmentalists, on how
to “safely” use its product.
With no protective equipment, Ken Dobbie spent six weeks on the
base working with defoliants, repeating the routine of clearing Agent
Orange soaked brush every day, until August 1966. The sickness began
that December. Today, Dobbie suffers from brain atrophy, neurological
disorders, thyroid growths, toxic hepatitis, blood disorders, relative
polysciemia, type 2 diabetes and other ailments. “These diseases don’t
run in my family, there is no genetic history on either side,” says Dobbie,
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who is president of the Agent Orange Association of Canada, one of
two prominent citizens’ advocacy groups representing soldiers and
civilians affected by spraying programs. “I’ve been sick for thirty-nine
years. I have a host of different disorders,” says Dobbie, who’s in his
late fifties and takes nine different kinds of medications, including a
daily dose of Demerol because of “constant pain.” Dr. Robert West,
Dobbie’s family physician, told the cbc that his patient has no family
history of these diseases or conditions like drug use or alcoholism that
could explain them. Instead, Dr. West believes Dobbie’s symptoms point
to chemical exposure and “would suggest an immediate exposure to
something.”9
Ken Dobbie is now a plaintiff in a class-action lawsuit that former
sprayers have launched against the government for its negligent use of
chemical defoliants at the base. “The military and government have
consistently tried to frame this as an issue affecting a small group of
service people,” he says. “Through all those years, tens, if not hundreds
of thousands of people were affected.” In 2006, a federally sponsored,
fact-finding mission tasked with investigating Agent Orange spraying
confirmed Dobbie’s estimate. The mission found records for more
than 115,001 individuals stationed at Canadian Forces Base Gagetown
when defoliant spraying was taking place.10 Many of these people now
live in other parts of the country or the world, meaning that this is a
national issue rather than just a provincial problem. During the time
that Dobbie was spraying in the 1960s, U.S. Government scientists were
well aware of dioxin contamination and other dangers associated with
Agent Orange. According to Dr. James Clary, a former U.S. government
scientist with the Chemical Weapons branch at Eglin, Florida,
When we [military scientists] initiated the herbicide program
in the 1960’s, we were aware of the potential for damage
due to dioxin contamination in the herbicide. We were even
aware that the “military” formulation had a higher dioxin
concentration than the “civilian” version due to the lower cost
and speed of manufacture. However, because the material was
to be used on the “enemy,” none of us were overly concerned.
We never considered a scenario in which our own personnel
would become contaminated with the herbicide.11
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The fact that Vietnamese civilians and children faced poisoning from
dioxin was, of course, no cause of concern for military scientists
like Dr. Clary.
Tony Merchant, the lawyer representing former soldiers and
civilians in a class-action lawsuit against the federal government,
echoes the views of Earl Graves and other former sprayers on the
economic relationships that made the spraying unduly hazardous.
“We don’t say ‘there should be damages because Agent Orange
exists,’” Merchant says.12 The government wanted to save money in
the short term by spraying rather than hiring workers to clear brush
manually. Government-hired contractors wanted to pinch pennies
by mixing the chemicals in stronger doses than the manufacturers
recommended to clear brush more quickly, thus saving money on
wages. Concerns about saving money trumped health and environmental concerns. According to Merchant:
We say, it’s the way the government used the Agent Orange,
the quantities of use of the Agent Orange; the way they
had troops involved with the use of the Agent Orange;
We say, if you pour millions of tons of defoliants around
a telephone pole and then encourage children to go crawl
around and cook hot-dogs in it; that’s the danger.
Merchant’s argument must be viewed within the larger economic
context. In free market logic, where money is power, governments
will do anything to save the former to maintain the latter.
If it is true that a penny saved is a penny earned, than the
Government of Canada pocketed some gold coins through its
defoliation campaign by skimping on labour costs in favour of the
dioxin debacle. If, however, we are to believe an old proverb that
states that health is wealth, the Federales and their chemical company
enablers did not make positive investments by saving a few million
dollars on labour costs. In this regard, the creation of dioxin and
Canada’s broader history with Agent Orange is one more example
of scientific discovery and human ingenuity serving short-term profit
at the expense of long-term social preservation.
While the Canadian spraying was based on laziness and the
desire of the Department of Defence and its contractors to save
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money, the American testing in 1966 and 1967 must be seen within
the historical framework of the Cold War and broader trends
in Canada-U.S. relations. Political scientists Reg Whitaker and
Gary Marcuse argue that the Cold War period in Canada created
“excesses of government.”13 The high volume spraying of Agent
Orange and Agent Purple could certainly be considered excessive,
especially since soldiers and civilians were not warned about potential risks or offered protective equipment. American scientists from
the Chemical Weapons Branch based in Fort Detrick, Maryland,
wanted to spray in New Brunswick because, of all possible North
American test sites, it had the terrain most like that of Vietnam.
According to a 1968 U.S. army technical memorandum, “The
test site selected contained a mixture of conifers and deciduous
broadleaf species in a dense undisturbed forest cover that would
provide similar vegetation densities to those of temperate tropical
areas such as South East Asia.”14 The U.S. tested defoliants on some
472 acres of Base Gagetown; with Agent Orange and Agent Purple
being sprayed on 83 acres.15 In 1966 Americans from Fort Detrick
sprayed 55 gallons each of Agent Orange and Agent Purple.16
According to minutes from a meeting marked “secret,” sent
from acting Canadian Army commander C.H. Cook to officials in
Washington (names are censored) in 1962, Canadian C123 fixedwing planes outfitted with special 1000 gallon metal tanks sprayed
butyl ester 2,4,5,-T (trichlorophenoxyacetic acid) and isobutyl
ester 2,4,5,t at Gagetown.17 The chemicals cost $5 per gallon.
The Canadian government sprayed Agent Orange and Agent
Purple at a concentration of three gallons per acre.18 In a Mother
Jones magazine feature aptly titled “Apocalypse Still,” investigative
reporter Robert Dreyfuss explained that during the Vietnam War,
American C123s spread the defoliants at a concentration of “up
to three gallons per acre.”19 This is startling for two reasons. First,
the obvious: the Canadian government sprayed chemicals against
its own people at a higher concentration than the U.S. sprayed in
Vietnam. Second, since the Canadian tests took place in 1962, the
U.S. likely copied the dosage of chemicals (albeit with slightly less
ferocity) for its Vietnamese campaign. “If you compare and break it
down [Canadian spraying volumes at Gagetown], it’s not miniscule
compared to Vietnam,” said Marilyn Kissinger, a civilian who lived
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near the base during the worst years of spraying.
When Americans from Fort Detrick tested Agent Purple in
New Brunswick in 1966, the U.S. Congress had already banned its
use in Vietnam.20 Along with dioxin levels three times higher than
Agent Orange, Agent Purple also contains arsenic.21 The chemical
was too dangerous for wartime use against “communist gooks,”
but acceptable for spraying on unsuspecting New Brunswickers. As
Wayne Cardinal, a former soldier with the Blackwatch regiment
and a well-known Agent Orange activist, explains, “The Americans
weren’t allowed to test in their own backyard, so the Government
of Canada said ‘c’mon down.’” This is remarkable, considering
the U.S. was at war with Vietnam and Canada was an ally. Agent
Orange was, according to a 1969 U.S. army counter-insurgency
manual, a “chemical agent which possesses high offensive potential for
destroying or seriously limiting the production of food and destroying
vegetation”22 (italics added). Thus, calling the events at Gagetown
part of a “war at home” is an accurate military assessment of the
offensive defoliant campaign rather than simplistic hyperbole or
poetic prose.
Officially, Canada did not participate in the Vietnam conflict
because Canadian boots were not on the ground during the war.
However, Canada did act as an “accomplice” of the United States
in Vietnam, according to the well-known historian Charles Taylor.23
This complicity took several forms: Canada approved the bombing
of North Vietnam; Canadian personnel with the International
Control Commission (icc), established by the Geneva Conference
of 1954, were used by the United States as messengers to threaten
North Vietnam and to collect military information; and Canadian
companies sold the United States arms that were used in Vietnam.24
Victor Levant buttresses this view with his thorough study, Quiet
Complicity: Canadian Involvement in the Vietnam War. “Canada,” Levant
argues, was “a willing ally in U.S. counter-insurgency efforts… allied
yet subordinate to the U.S. industrial and financial oligarchy.”25
Canadian complicity came with a price, a price paid in part by
soldiers and civilians living on or near cfb Gagetown.
“U.S. interest in this trial is intense, especially with the operational personnel, both Army and Air Force,” notes a U.S. military
briefing reporting on the 1966 to 1967 tests. However, “Canadian
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interest appears quite slight and limited to those people concerned
with the clearing of training and range areas.”26 This shows that
the U.S. was actively testing offensive weapons at Gagetown while
Canadian officials mused about weed-control schemes and saving
money on labour costs. Essentially, our leaders fiddled while the eyes
and skin of Canadian soldiers burned. According to U.S. officials,
Canada received a good deal as a result of the Gagetown tests.
In international affairs, Canada often plays junior partner to
American imperialism — “holding the bully’s coat,” to quote Toronto
Star columnist Linda McQuaig.27 When problems arise on the school
yard, it is often the bully’s accomplice who takes the first mud-ball
in the eye from the angry mob. For Canadians this, strangely, may
provide some comfort. What is a trade-dependent middle power to
do when Uncle Sam wants to test toxic chemicals on Canadian soil?
Sadly, this classic “damn Yankees” approach is woefully inadequate
for analyzing the Gagetown spraying. It is likely that the Harper
Conservatives, like the Liberals before them, were playing on this
widespread sentiment when they announced the September 2007
compensation packages for victims of American Agent Orange
testing, neglecting Canada’s far more ubiquitous spraying. This
package amounted to partisan posturing and little more.
“They [Americans] were only there because our government
invited them in,” said former soldier Earl Graves, a claim that government documents corroborate. “I blame the Canadian government,”
says Graves, a lifelong soldier who now suffers from hypertension,
heart disease and a rash on his feet that has existed since 1982. As
president of New Brunswick’s association of former Black Watch
members — the regiment hardest hit by the spraying — Graves is in
a unique position to evaluate the consequences of Canada’s history
with Agent Orange. He estimates that at least 170 former Black
Watch soldiers died young from diseases related to Agent Orange
exposure. He also argues that Harper’s compensation package was
an attempt to gain votes and deflect attention and outrage towards
the U.S. spraying program, overlooking the Canadian government’s
far more dangerous record.
Canada’s history with Agent Orange is still unfolding as I write,
and it is likely that new information will surface in the next few
years, especially during the class-action lawsuit currently before a
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court in Newfoundland. It is, however, safe to say that “experts”
and affected veterans use two major interpretations to analyze
three decades of Agent Orange spraying at Base Gagetown. Dr.
Dennis Furlong, appointed by the federal Liberals to head a 2005
fact-finding mission into the spraying, argues that it is not anyone’s
fault, per se, that the spraying took place: “People didn’t understand
at the time what was taking place. I am not sure that anyone in 1956
or 1965 realized that these chemicals were dangerous. Now we do,
looking back through our retrospective.” Many soldiers and civilians
exposed to the chemicals feel differently. They say they were treated
as “guinea pigs”28 and that military and political leaders who were
responsible for their safety lied to them. As Agent Orange veteran
Paul Thompson explains,
The deceit and the betrayal is what bothers me most. I
can live with the diseases, I do every day. But you can’t live
with the deceit. I gave twenty-five years of my life to the
military and to find out they did this to me and my family,
it’s unacceptable. I blame my government; they had no right
to do what they did. You were never told what was going
on around you, you were like a lab rat.
Many average citizens come down on Dr. Furlong’s side. The
components of Agent Orange, 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T were, after all,
legally registered chemicals in Canada up until 1985 (2,4-D is
actually still used in some provinces, a controversy I discuss later). If
the chemicals were registered and legal for use according to Health
Canada guidelines, then is anyone really at fault? The federal government cannot compensate everyone each time scientists discover that
a new product is dangerous. Many taxpayers, especially urbanites
in Central and western Canada who view this as a “Down-East
issue,” don’t want the government to shell out millions of dollars for
scientific inaccuracies that may have made people sick at a military
base in New Brunswick three decades ago.
There are a couple of problems with this interpretation. There
is, in fact, ample evidence that senior military officials knew about
the spraying of unregistered and dangerous herbicides at the base,
yet they refused to act. Among other facts:
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• The companies who produced Agent Orange knew “as early as
1952” that the herbicide was contaminated with dioxin, according to a peer-reviewed book published by Harvard University
Press.29
• Internal memos from the Department of National Defence show
that in the mid-1960s military officials were concerned about
the spraying of unregistered herbicides on the base, yet they did
nothing.30
• Leaked memos from the Dow Chemical Company’s Canada
operations show that the company was definitely aware of
dioxin contamination and the danger it posed to human health
by 1965.31
• Dozens of interviews with former sprayers working for the
Department of National Defence and its contractors clearly
corroborate the fact that the military did not provide the simple
protective gear mandated by the companies who produced the
chemicals. Having military brass telling subordinates that Agent
Orange was “safe enough to drink” should dispel any myths of
innocence.32
• A secret 1990 memo to the U.S. Secretary of Veterans Affairs
from Admiral Zumwalt showed that American scientists knew
in the 1960s about the dangers of Agent Orange, but were not
overly concerned because they thought the Vietnamese would
be the sole recipients. (One would assume that they would share
scientific information with the Canadians or at least make it
accessible to them.)33
• Most importantly, Canada allowed the U.S. to spray Agent Purple
when the U.S. had banned that chemical for use in Vietnam. If
nothing else, this illustrates, at best, the Canadian government’s
complete and utter regulatory ineptitude. At worst, allowing
Americans to test a chemical laced with dioxin and arsenic, too
dangerous for the Vietnam War, represents total and vicious
disregard for the health and safety of Canadian soldiers and
civilians.34
The fact that the Government of Canada sprayed more than
one million litres of defoliants including Agents Orange, White
and Purple on its own people is an ongoing source of disbelief. The
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chemicals are, of course, infamous because of the war in Vietnam
(the Vietnamese rightly term it the American war). “I can’t believe
your government sprayed its own people,” said Nguyen, my friendly
Vietnamese translator, as we sped through Ho Chi Minh City on his
motor scooter. Throughout my travels and interviews in Vietnam
and eastern Canada, this was the most widespread cause of disbelief
and rage. “How could our own government do this to us?” wondered
one sick veteran. “It just shows me that we don’t mean very damn
much to them,” said Wayne Cardinal a “lifelong soldier” who now
suffers from “heart problems, copd [chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease — a hardening of the lungs], and a whole raft of problems”
he links to the chemicals sprayed when he trained at the base.
While Agent Orange spraying at Gagetown officially began
in 1956, some analysts say the historical conditions that made the
tragedy possible commenced in the 1920s, if not before. At that time,
Israel Rabinowitch and Sir Frederick Banting, leading architects
of Canada’s first chemical weapons program, toured Britain’s Base
Porton to learn about that country’s chemical warfare technologies.
Rabinowitch, a Montreal doctor with a keen interest in chemical
war, pitched the idea of aerial spraying to British officials, stating that
Canadian “open spaces” could be used for field trials of “mustard
gas.”35 The British had recently been rudely awakened to concerns
about testing poison gas at home, as mustard gas had “drifted” from
Base Porton, causing “complaints from neighboring villages.”36 In
other words, spraying in Britain caused blowback, literally. The
Brits, and later the Americans, needed a new collaborator in their
chemical warfare program, a place where the blowback would not
be so severe.
The term “blowback” entered the Oxford dictionary in 2006,
defined as “the unintended adverse results of a political action or
situation.” According to former cia agent Chalmers Johnson, who
popularized the phrase, blowback is “a metaphor for the unintended
consequences of the U.S. government’s international activities that
have been kept secret from the American people.”37 In the New
Brunswick context, “blowback” has a duel meaning. Wind currents
and badly timed spray operations meant Agent Orange and other
defoliants literally blew back on the applicators, along with civilians
and the natural environment. But the spraying also created the classic
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political blowback that Johnson witnessed after botched cia operations. And the “unintended consequences” of Canada’s long secret
war at home has caused people to push back. “We’ve been lied to
for forty years and we aren’t going to take it anymore,” said one vet
from the Blackwatch. “As we die off… our families will take up the
cause,” said Ken Dobbie, a leading plaintiff of a class-action lawsuit
Agent Orange victims have filed against the federal government.
“During the 1960s, growing protests over the U.S. Army’s role
in Vietnam, the use of defoliants, the use of riot control agents both
in Southeast Asia and on the home front, and heightened concern
for the environment, gradually increased the public hostility toward
chemical and biological weapons,” notes the U.S. Army’s official
historical research team in a 2005 report.38 Popular hostility on
the home front was not only directed towards chemical weapons
projects. Large sectors of the population in the U.S. and Canada
challenged basic notions of western hegemony and foreign military
interference. Some took this critique even further: student radicals
in the 1960s threatened to “bring the war home” if the U.S. didn’t
stop bombing Vietnam.
The war did in fact come home to towns like Enniskillen but in
the form of spray planes and cancer, rather than social rebellion.
This is the story of the war coming home — a story of the military
and economic currents that allowed Agent Orange to blow through
trees and into rivers in New Brunswick. More than anything, it’s
a story of soldiers and local residents who blew back against the
government and companies who poisoned them. It’s a blowback
against silence. And, though not articulated as such by most of the
story’s protagonists, it’s a blowback against militarism and inevitable
home-front destruction caused by the chemical fog of war.
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